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Performance
Data as of March 31, 2023

AVERAGE ANNUAL TOTAL RETURNS
(as of 3/31/2023)

5.24—12.99-1.388.478.472.48MSCI EAFE Index (net total return)

3.16—6.984.167.697.692.91R6 Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2191

3.06—6.874.127.697.692.98R5 Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2190

2.92—6.743.947.627.622.92I Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2189

2.14
2.14

—
—

5.92
5.92

3.19
2.19

7.45
6.45

7.45
6.45

2.86
1.86

C Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2188
with max 1.00% CDSC

2.65
1.29

—
—

6.44
4.56

3.62
-1.80

7.54
1.92

7.54
1.92

2.87
-2.53

A Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2187
with max 5.25% sales charge

Since
Inception (%)

5 yrs
(%)

3 yrs
(%)

1 yr
(%)

YTD
(%)

3 months
(%)

1 month
(%)

Share class - inception date | share class #

The performance quoted is past performance and is not a guarantee of future results. Mutual funds are subject to certain market risks. Investment returns and principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an
investor's shares, when redeemed, may be worth more or less than original cost. Current performance may be higher or lower than the performance data shown. For performance current to the most recent month-end, please
call 1-800-480-4111.

-14.4511.267.82———————MSCI EAFE Index (net total return)

-9.3110.30-1.53———————R6 Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2191

-9.4110.20-1.63———————R5 Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2190

-9.5210.02-1.76———————I Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2189

-10.239.23-2.54———————C Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2188

-9.769.76-2.03———————A Shares - 3/15/2019 | 2187

2022202120202019201820172016201520142013Calendar year returns
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Expenses
Data as of March 31, 2023

0.3500.4500.6001.3500.850Net expense (%)
0.6100.7400.8201.5901.080Gross expense (%)

R6 SharesR5 SharesI SharesC SharesA SharesAnnual expenses
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Characteristics
Data as of March 31, 2023

Fund statistics

200Number of securities
151.96Fund assets (in billions)
46.80Active share (%)

Fund
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Holdings
Data as of March 31, 2023

Top 10 holdings (%)

1.29Consumer StaplesFranceL'Oreal SA
1.47Health CareSwitzerlandNovartis AG (Registered)
1.48EnergyUnited KingdomBP plc
1.69EnergyNetherlandsShell plc
1.80Health CareUnited StatesRoche Holding AG
1.84Health CareUnited KingdomAstraZeneca plc
2.37Information TechnologyNetherlandsASML Holding NV
2.38Health CareDenmarkNovo Nordisk A/S, Class B
2.41Consumer DiscretionaryFranceLVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton SE
2.62Consumer StaplesUnited StatesNestle SA (Registered)
%SectorCountryHoldings
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Market cap
Data as of March 31, 2023

Market cap breakdown (%)*

11.33Cash
30.97Large Cap (>$100 Billion)
53.37Mid to Large Cap ($10-$100 Billion)
4.33Small to Mid Cap ($2-$10 Billion)
0.00Small Cap (<$2 Billion)

Fund

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.
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Positioning
Data as of March 31, 2023

Country breakdown (%)*

0.07South Korea
0.13Luxembourg
0.14Macau
0.37Ireland
0.52Belgium
0.74China
1.01Italy
1.02Finland
1.11Singapore
1.90Sweden
2.45Hong Kong
2.75Spain
3.26Denmark
4.36Short-Term Investments
5.07Switzerland
6.03Australia
6.36Netherlands
7.60United States
8.89Germany
12.18France
12.31United Kingdom
21.72Japan

Fund

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.

Region breakdown (%)*

4.36Cash & Equivalents
0.95Emerging Markets
7.60North America
9.59Pacific ex Japan
21.72Japan
55.77Europe

Fund

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.

Sector breakdown (%)*

1.95Real Estate
3.91Utilities
4.05Communication Services
4.36Short-Term Investments
4.38Energy
7.09Materials
7.98Information Technology
10.09Consumer Staples
11.71Consumer Discretionary
12.48Health Care
13.90Industrials
18.08Financials

Fund

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.
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Attribution
Data as of March 31, 2023

Top 30 holdings by contribution

Attribution analysisIndexFund

0.030.030.600.0617.610.380.1717.610.98RELX PLC
0.030.03-0.12-0.02-6.570.30-0.01-6.570.18Nintendo
0.030.030.570.027.920.270.077.920.84Lloyds Banking Group
0.030.030.530.0116.780.080.1016.780.61InterContinental Hotels Group
0.040.04-0.14-0.03-16.930.14---Dai-ichi Life Holdings
0.040.040.520.037.990.320.087.990.85Muenchener Rueckversicher
0.040.040.410.0417.680.270.1117.680.68Sika
0.040.040.450.1324.520.570.2324.521.02Keyence
0.040.040.370.0218.560.100.0818.560.47Asahi Group Holdings
0.040.040.710.057.830.620.117.831.33Allianz
0.050.050.780.3726.431.560.5726.432.35LVMH Moet Hennessy Louis Vuitton
0.050.05-0.19-0.05-18.430.19---Equinor
0.050.050.310.0226.880.070.0926.880.38Kingspan Group
0.060.060.320.0624.690.280.1424.690.60Deutsche Post
0.060.060.470.0219.350.090.1119.350.56Carlsberg
0.060.060.550.0220.460.130.1320.460.68Veolia Environnement
0.060.06-0.07-0.05-69.860.07---Credit Suisse Group
0.060.060.500.1035.820.310.2535.820.81Infineon Technologies
0.060.060.650.1018.560.550.2118.561.19Air Liquide
0.070.07-0.32-0.04-12.850.32---Anglo American
0.080.08-0.31-0.06-13.550.41-0.01-13.550.10Glencore
0.080.080.660.0628.450.240.2328.450.91Stellantis
0.090.090.770.0811.630.770.1611.631.53BP
0.090.090.700.1022.070.480.2522.071.18Deutsche Telekom
0.090.090.670.2818.301.550.4018.302.22Novo Nordisk
0.100.100.430.1032.070.350.2232.070.78Shin-Etsu Chemical
0.100.100.650.0522.350.280.1822.350.93Lonza Group
0.110.110.680.0518.730.280.1618.730.97BBVA
0.120.120.630.1625.490.650.3225.491.28L'Oreal
0.180.180.850.0329.110.120.2629.110.973i Group Plc

Total
effect

Allocation
effect

Selection +
interaction

Variation in
average weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight

Group
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Attribution
Data as of March 31, 2023

Bottom 30 holdings by contribution

Attribution analysisIndexFund

-0.08-0.080.67-0.01-2.970.18-0.03-2.970.85RWE
-0.06-0.060.52-0.12-7.491.46-0.14-6.881.99Roche Holding
-0.06-0.06-0.210.0851.200.21---STMicroelectronics
-0.06-0.060.40--2.940.11-0.02-2.940.51Central Japan Railway
-0.05-0.05-0.240.0824.450.400.0324.450.16Banco Santander
-0.05-0.050.37-0.01-13.070.05-0.06-13.070.42T&D Holdings
-0.05-0.050.34--7.250.07-0.03-7.250.41FinecoBank
-0.05-0.050.38-0.01-10.740.08-0.06-10.740.45NN Group
-0.05-0.05-0.230.0629.870.23---CRH
-0.04-0.040.33--2.830.10-0.01-2.830.43SGS
-0.04-0.04-0.370.1212.970.950.0712.970.58HSBC Holdings
-0.04-0.04-0.380.1131.520.38---Hermes International
-0.04-0.040.510.037.510.330.077.370.83Atlas Copco
-0.04-0.040.21--3.140.11-0.01-3.140.32Techtronic Industries
-0.04-0.04-0.280.0415.980.28---Intesa Sanpaolo
-0.04-0.040.40-0.03-9.190.25-0.07-9.190.65Tokio Marine Holdings
-0.04-0.040.32--3.190.15-0.01-3.190.47Koninklijke DSM
-0.04-0.04-0.100.0560.660.10---ASM International
-0.03-0.03-0.400.1113.580.730.0513.580.33Sanofi
-0.03-0.030.19--1.830.06--1.830.25Nomura Research Inst
-0.03-0.03-0.220.0524.580.22---Holcim
-0.03-0.03-0.180.0533.540.18---Flutter Entertainment
-0.03-0.03-0.160.0425.420.16---E ON
-0.03-0.03-0.080.0464.350.08---Rolls-Royce Holdings
-0.03-0.03-0.210.0526.770.21---Ferrari
-0.03-0.03-0.220.0410.040.380.0210.040.15AXA
-0.03-0.03-0.140.0537.370.14---Evolution
-0.03-0.030.26-0.01-4.930.12-0.02-4.930.37Terumo
-0.03-0.030.540.022.650.660.032.651.19Diageo
-0.03-0.030.18--4.390.02-0.01-4.390.20Japan Airlines

Total
effect

Allocation
effect

Selection +
interaction

Variation in
average weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight

Group
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Attribution
Data as of March 31, 2023

Attribution by sector

Attribution analysisIndexFund

1.390.031.36-8.478.47100.009.869.86100.00Total
-0.12-0.09-0.031.120.040.585.220.020.156.34Insurance
-0.10-0.01-0.10-0.590.369.693.700.226.623.10Consumer Cyclical & Services
-0.06-0.03-0.03-0.441.2915.218.891.2114.868.45Industrial Cyclical
-0.05-0.01-0.040.720.318.833.400.337.724.12Utilities
-0.03-0.03-0.01-0.490.3614.112.650.2913.762.16Technology - Software
-0.01-0.01--0.290.0310.150.29---Health Services & Systems
0.02-0.02-0.570.199.122.180.1710.341.62Transportation
0.03-0.03-0.160.695.3112.350.715.5512.18Pharm/Medtech
0.09-0.010.09-0.430.309.743.050.3413.202.63Telecommunications
0.090.020.070.450.3111.512.750.4413.933.20Media
0.110.040.070.830.5113.224.130.6914.664.96Automobiles & Auto Part
0.120.020.100.301.0919.645.911.2221.536.20Retail
0.130.090.05-0.82-0.04-1.872.490.010.671.67Property
0.15-0.010.160.050.030.554.740.163.584.79Energy
0.15-0.15-0.300.216.933.020.3412.372.72Financial Services
0.16-0.020.17-0.280.697.109.140.848.918.86Consumer Staples
0.21-0.200.180.252.1211.050.463.7911.23Banks
0.230.080.150.781.1219.885.981.4222.406.76Technology - Semi & Hardware
0.28-0.010.29-0.060.738.089.060.9911.249.00Basic Industries

Total
effect

Allocation
effect

Selection +
interaction

Variation in
average weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight*

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight*

Group

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.
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Attribution
Data as of March 31, 2023

Attribution by region

Attribution analysisIndexFund

1.390.091.30-8.478.47100.009.869.86100.00Total
-0.09-0.10-1.440.302.1612.380.171.3110.94Pacific Ex Japan

0.50-0.010.510.891.306.1921.511.848.4322.40Japan
0.900.010.890.556.8710.4566.117.8511.8066.66Europe & Middle East

Total
effect

Allocation
effect

Selection +
interaction

Variation in
average weight

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight*

Contribution
to return

Total
return

Average
weight*

Group

*Due to rounding, values may not total 100%.
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RISKS ASSOCIATED WITH INVESTING IN THE FUND:

Investments in derivatives may be riskier than other types of investments. They may be more sensitive to changes in economic or market conditions than other types of investments. Derivatives may create leverage, which could lead
to greater volatility and losses that significantly exceed the original investment.
The price of equity securities may fluctuate rapidly or unpredictably due to factors affecting individual companies, as well as changes in economic or political conditions. These price movements may result in loss of your investment.
International investing has a greater degree of risk and increased volatility due to political and economic instability of some overseas markets. Changes in currency exchange rates and different accounting and taxation policies
outside the U.S. can affect returns. The Fund's investments in emerging markets could lead to more volatility in the value of the Fund's shares. As mentioned above, the normal risks of investing in foreign countries are heightened
when investing in emerging markets. In addition, the small size of securities markets and the low trading volume may lead to a lack of liquidity, which leads to increased volatility. Also, emerging markets may not provide adequate
legal protection for private or foreign investment or private property.
Positions in equity options can reduce equity market risk, but can limit the opportunity to profit from an increase in the market value of stocks in exchange for upfront cash at the time of selling the call option. Unusual market
conditions or the lack of a ready market for any particular option at a specific time may reduce the effectiveness of option strategies and could result in losses.
Utilizing a strategy with a diversified equity portfolio and derivatives, with a Put/Spread Collar options overlay, may not provide greater market protection than other equity investments nor reduce volatility to the desired extent, as
unusual market conditions or the lack of a ready option market could result in losses. Derivatives expose the Fund to risks of mispricing or improper valuation and the Fund may not realize intended benefits due to underperformance.
When used for hedging, the change in value of a derivative may not correlate as expected with the risk being hedged.

ANNUAL OPERATING EXPENSES:

The Fund’s adviser and/or its affiliates have contractually agreed to waive fees and/or reimburse expenses to the extent Total Annual Fund Operating Expenses (excluding acquired fund fees and expenses, dividend and interest
expenses related to short sales, interest, taxes, expenses related to litigation and potential litigation and extraordinary expenses) exceed 0.850% for A Shares, 0.450% for R5 Shares, 0.350% for R6 Shares, 1.350% for C Shares and
0.600% for I Shares of the average daily net assets. The Fund may invest in one or more money market funds advised by the adviser or its affiliates (affiliated money market funds). The Fund’s adviser has contractually agreed to
waive fees and/or reimburse expenses in an amount sufficient to offset the fees and expenses of the affiliated money market funds incurred by the Fund because of the Fund’s investment in such money market funds. This waiver is in
effect through 2/29/2024 for A Shares, 2/29/2024 for R5 Shares, 2/29/2024 for R6 Shares, 2/29/2024 for C Shares and 2/29/2024 for I Shares, at which time the adviser and/or its affiliates will determine whether to renew or revise
it. The difference between net and gross fees includes all applicable fee waivers and expense reimbursements.

PORTFOLIO STATISTICS:

Active Share represents the difference between a fund’s holdings and the benchmark’s holdings. It is calculated by taking the sum of the absolute value of the weighting of the fund’s holdings versus the weighting of the benchmark’s
holdings excluding derivatives but including cash and cash equivalents. If a holding of the fund isn’t a holding of the benchmark, the weighting of the benchmark is assumed to be zero. Similarly, if the benchmark includes a holding
that isn’t a holding of the fund, the weighting of the fund is assumed to be zero.

HOLDINGS:

The top 10 holdings listed exclude cash and money markets. Holdings are subject to change. The holdings listed should not be considered recommendations to purchase or sell a particular security. Each individual security is
calculated as a percentage of the aggregate market value of the securities held in the Fund and does not include the use of derivative positions, where applicable.

INDEXES DEFINED:

Mutual funds have fees that reduce their performance: indexes do not. You cannot invest directly in an index.
The MSCI EAFE (Europe, Australia, Far East) Index (net total return) is a free float-adjusted market capitalization weighted index that is designed to measure the performance of large- and mid- cap stocks in developed markets,
excluding the U.S. and Canada. Net total return figures assume the reinvestment of dividends after deduction of withholding tax, applying the maximum rate to nonresident individual investors who do not benefit from double taxation
treaties.

ATTRIBUTION:

Value added to a portfolio’s return is commonly referred to as the active management or total effect. The total effect is the difference between the portfolio return and benchmark return. It is also the sum of the following investment
decisions or effects:
• Allocation Effect – measures an investment manager’s ability to effectively allocate their portfolio’s assets to various segments. The allocation effect determines whether the overweighting or underweighting of segments relative to
a benchmark contributes positively or negatively to the overall portfolio return.
• Selection Effect – measures the manager’s ability to select securities within a given segment relative to a benchmark. The over or underperformance of the portfolio is weighted by the benchmark weight, therefore, selection is not
affected by the manager’s allocation to the segment.
• Interaction Effect – measures the combined impact of a manager’s selection and allocation decisions within a segment. If a manager had superior selection and overweighted that particular segment, the interaction effect is positive,
whereas, if an investment manager had superior selection, but underweighted that segment, the interaction effect is negative.
The total effect can be used to determine the amount an investment manager has added to a portfolio’s return. If the total effect is positive, the manager has contributed positively to the portfolio’s return. If the total effect is
negative, the manager has not contributed positively to the portfolio’s return.
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Contact JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc. at 1-800-480-4111 for a fund prospectus. You can also visit us at www.jpmorganfunds.com. Investors should carefully consider the investment objectives
and risks as well as charges and expenses of the mutual fund before investing. The prospectus contains this and other information about the mutual fund. Read the prospectus carefully before
investing.
Total return figures (for the fund and any index quoted) assume payment of fees and reinvestment of dividends (after the highest applicable foreign withholding tax) and distributions. Without fee waivers, fund returns would have
been lower. Due to rounding, some values may not total 100%.
J.P. Morgan Funds are distributed by JPMorgan Distribution Services, Inc., which is an affiliate of JPMorgan Chase & Co. Affiliates of JPMorgan Chase & Co. receive fees for providing various services to the funds. JPMorgan
Distribution Services, Inc. is a member of FINRA.
J.P. Morgan Asset Management is the brand name for the asset management business of JPMorgan Chase & Co and its affiliates worldwide.
If you are a person with a disability and need additional support in viewing the material, please call us at 1-800-343-1113 for assistance.
©JPMorgan Chase & Co., April 2023
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